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1.

2.

3.

St Aloysius College Autonomous aims to provide lT services to all the students and

the staff to meet their academic requirements. Broad band WiFi facility is extended

to all the blocks of the college. For UG courses - faculty level and for PG courses -

Department level computers with internet facility is provided.

Most of the class rooms and seminar halls are provided with ceiling mounted LCD

facility and Personal Computer.

lmportant offices such as Registrar, Finance, IQAC, Research laboratory, Libraries are

given dedicated lines for internet connectivity.

Highly rated department of the college are given Laptop computers.

Computer systems in the office and computer labs are networked through LAN.

To regularly upgrade the computer systems.

Server machines are serviced and upgraded for better performance and flexibility.

5 system administrators are appointed to undertake maintenance, up gradation and

service of computer systems, printers, scanners and wired and wireless computer

network.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. Antivirus software are renewed annually.

10. The computer laboratories and offices are provided with UPS systems.

Ll". Common spare parts and accessories are procured and kept for ready replacement.

12. lnteractive smart board and video conferencing facility is installed.
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13. Attendance, Results and Student Profile are recorded using software's developed by

Gumbi, Bangalore. ATC online, Mangalore

14. AMC is available for Computer systems and LCD Projectors.

15. Staff and Students are trained in usage of different application softwares.

16. To procure Licensed software (Both system and Application) and renew them

annually.

U. ff Waste is properly segregated. And sent for recycling /disposition.

18. Old systems to be discarded or donated to other institutions/departments in the

city/state.

Rev. Dr Praveen Martis 5J
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